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Journal of Parliamentary Studies is a University approved peer reviewed bi annual journal 

of theInstitute of Parliamentary Affairs. The Journal publishes original research articles on 

issues and problems in the areas of Democracy and Constitutionalism, Parliamentary 

Democracy, Social Change, Development, Political Economy, Law, Ethics, Philosophy, 

Culture, etc. We welcome articles which are multi-disciplinary in outlook. We believe that 

such articles are in great demand by the academic, policy makers and the general public. 

Each volume will contain research articles, mixture of review articles, essays, interviews, etc. 

Submission to the journal will be taken as indicating that the work is original, unpublished 

and not under consideration elsewhere. The decision of the reviewers will be final. 

 

All articles should be submitted online (inpajournal@gmail.com). Contributors must provide 

their affiliations and complete postal and e-mail addresses with their papers. 

 

1. All articles must be accompanied by an abstract of 150-200 words. Notes should be 

numbered serially and presented as footnotes. 

2. British spelling should be used throughout, Single quotes throughout, double quotes within 

single quotes and spelling of words in quotations should not be changed. Quotations of 45 

words or more should be separated from the text and intended with one line space above and 

below. 

3. Tables and figures should be indicated by number separately. 

4. References: Alphabetic list of all books, articles, essays, theses, and documents referred 

should be provided at the end of articles. All articles, books and theses should be listed on the 

basis of Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA 7th 

Ed.).The detailed style of referencing is as follows. 

1. Book with subtitle.  

Fraser, C. (2017). Prairie fires: The American dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder. 

Metropolitan Books.  

2. Book with two editors instead of author.  

Melendy, R., & Kincaid, C. (Eds.). (2018). Birth order and personality. 

Doubleday. 

3. Essay, chapter, or section in edited work.  



Gale, D. (2008). Innocence abroad. In L.F. Baum (Ed.), the way home (pp. 27-

43). Cyclone Press. 

4. Journal article with DOI.  

Slethaug, G. E. (1986). The paradoxical double in Le Guin’s A Wizard of 

Earthsea. Extrapolation, 27(4), 326-333. 

https://doi.org/10.3828/extr.1986.27.4.326 

5. Magazine article, online, no volume issue or pages.  

Beck, J. (2015, May 3). Science’s love affair with The Lord of the Rings. The 

Atlantic. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/05/sciences-love-affair-

with-the-lord-ofthe-rings/392216/ 

6. Unsigned entry in continuously updated, unarchived online dictionary. 

        Merriam-Webster. (n.d). Literacy. In Merriam-Webster dictionary. Retrieved     

        January 10, 2020, from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/literacy 

7. Wikipedia entry.  

Stonehenge.(2020,January16).InWikipedia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stonehenge 

8. Website article with author.  

Spritzler, F. (2017, January 29). 13 ways to prevent type 2 diabetes. Healthline. 

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/prevent-diabetes 

9. Website article without author or date.  

What are pulses? (n.d.). Half-Cup Habit. https://pulses.org/nap/what-are-pulses/ 

Book reviews must contain name of the author and book reviewed, place of publication and 

publisher, year of publication, number of pages and price.The editor reserves the right not to 

accept article for consideration if they are not in proper style, quality and appropriate length. 

Peer Review Policy 

Journal of Parliamentary Studies adheres to a rigorous reviewing policy in which the 

identity of both the reviewer and author are always concealed from both parties. Journal of 

Parliamentary Studies is committed to delivering high quality, fast peer-review for your 

paper. Reviewer’s decision and the content of their review is not published on the site. The 

Editor or members of the Editorial Board may occasionally submit their own manuscripts for 

possible publication in the Journal. In these cases, the peer review process will be managed 

by alternative members of the Board/ review team and the submitting Editor/Board member 

will have no involvement in the decision-making process. 
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